
One Extreme to Another 
Afraid of dogs? Try living with GSDs! 

By Nancy Kvorka 

When I was eight, I got bit by a dog. It was a small breed that chased me. A 

few decades later I met someone who wanted a dog. Now I live with that 

someone and we have a GSD! This is my story. 

Mark wanted a dog, a Golden Retriever. I was still afraid, but I was all in. I 

helped pick the dog out and named him Alex. On our way home from where 

we picked him up, Alex peed  on me. The rest as they say is history. When 

Mark & I decided to live together, we decided we needed another dog. That 

dog was Thunder, a GSD. Thunder moved with us from IL to TX to CA along 

with Disco, another Golden. 

When we first came to CA, by chance we went to a GSRNC Adoption Day.  We 

started to think about rescue.  Then we lost Thunder in early 2007 and decided to 

help save GSDs. Six years after first learning about GSRNC, we signed up to foster.  

Our first foster, Daisy Mae, was with us about 4 months. We both cried when she 

was adopted. Then came Lucy, then Koko.  Disco helped break them all in.   

Our last foster was Cookie. Cookie had some behavior 

issues, and there was some concern that we might not 

be able to keep her in the program.  But Mark & I 

were able to manage Cookie and she became our foster failure.  Then Juno, a 

Shiloh Shepherd, joined us in December of 2007 – for the first time we were 

a three-dog-home!  

We ultimately lost our foster mentor Disco, and 

Trouper, another Golden, came to live with us. 

Sadly, we lost Cookie in late 2015. Then we had 

an opportunity to adopt a GSD rescue through our vet, a two month old 

puppy, Archie. Tragically, between September of 2018 and March of 2019, 

we lost all three of our dogs - Juno, Trouper and 9-month-old Archie - to 

cancer.  Our home was empty for the first time in almost 30 years.   

Despite my sadness, I started checking the GSRNC website and following a 

dog named Romeo. Mark asked me a month or so 

after we lost Juno about adopting a dog and I shared 

Romeo’s picture with him. I filled out the paperwork and with the support of 

Steve B., Lani C. and especially Joye H., Romeo came to live with us.  

I was so happy that day I decided to volunteer as my way of saying thanks. I 

wasn’t sure how to help – I didn’t like calling people or fundraising… but I quickly 

found things that played to my strengths and that I found fun.  I now help out at 

the Blossom Hill Adoption Day, post on the GSRNC web site and write articles for 

the newsletter. 
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